
Catalogare significa sistematizzare. Il catalogo disintegra il blocco, elenca gli elementi sen-
za classificarli, li semantizza nuovamente all’interno della datazione specifica, all’interno 
dei messaggi peculiari soffocati dal classicismo degli “ordini” e nelle sequenze proporzionali. 
Le successive invarianti corroborano il catalogo, abbattendo i tabù della simmetria, delle li-
nee geometriche, degli accostamenti prospettici, scomponendo il volume in lastre, liberando 
angoli sul piano strutturale, temporalizzando lo spazio; tuttavia, procedendo in questo modo, 
stimolano una reintegrazione degli elementi catalogati. Lo stesso piano aperto costituisce 
una tappa del percorso reintegrativo perché postula la massima comunicazione e fluidità tra 
gli ambienti, unificandoli.

Leggere, scrivere, parlare architettura, Bruno Zevi, 1997 

 Cantù is a city in the Providence of Como, located in Lombardy, between the two branches of Lake Como and near Milan. 
The city is known throughout the world for its important heritage linked to the production of furniture. Despite being active 
with this important activity and enjoying a complex infrastructural system of territorial connection, the city has lost its vitality 
and identity over the years and the latest historical events have affected commercial development in the city center.
 After an extensive urban analysis, it is concluded that the city center needs not only an interior urban reform, but also 
a global strategy for the activation and recovery of the location. Supported with 4 strategies, we propose an urban catalogue 
conformed by 18 actions about the urban and ordinary domestics.

18
ACTIONS

 The changes in the consumption model have led the center of many 
European cities to a marked commercial decline. Open the Shops! contempla-
tes that the shops are also the street. 
 Improving the activation of public space involves encouraging the 
occupation of closed stores, the renovation of existing ones, the relationship 
of their sideboards with the street and their domestic occupation. The urban 
redesign is established starting with the relationship of the street with the 
ground floors. Ordering the ground floor, the renovation of clothes lines or 
revaluing existing historical stores are some of the premises to follow.

 We apply two urban operations: free  parking plots and two urban 
axis by actions from Tactical to Permanent.  
 On the one hand, removing the parking plot means that the pedes-
trian is in the center. Applying tactical urbanism is a faster way of implementa-
tion of urban redesign. The communication between the people and the public 
buildings will allow us to design shared agendas that include the community 
and its inhabitants. On the other hand, we establish two axis. The vertical con-
nects the pedestrian from the north to the south starting with two new public 
areas. The horizontal axis connects the east to the west side.  

 It is essential to provide the perimeter of the city with an urban and 
landscape high-quality network of parking lots and transport interchanges: 
the Functional Ring.
 We promote this network by incorporating new public parking areas 
and combining them with the adjacent equipments and less aggressive ways of 
transport, such as the bicycle and pedestrian networks, to access the old town.
 This functional ring incorporates parking plot next to the public and 
functional buildings such as schools, police, elderly residences and so on.

Understanding the city center as big park. New green 
areas which include trees, permeable pavement or even 
public orchards are proposed.

With an acupuncture method, we establish three actions: 
the revalorization of heritage with light, the illumination 
of passages and the incentivation of the commercial activi-
ty with the illumination of streets and sideboards.

The sideboards are the façade of the streets and its quality. 
This proposal stablishes a revaluation of the commercial 
scenography and its historical stores with a domestic oc-
cupation of the street.

Fountains are places of entertainment and corporate iden-
tity. Playgrounds are open rooms for kids, a transitive space 
between the school and the street. Benches are elements that 
bring the urbanity.

Can urbanism open the box of culture? The culture blows 
up into its habitants by the activation of its façades and 
the appropriation of public space. Cantù can be the city of 
furniture, the city of culture.

Now it’s time to put the pedestrian in the center. The 
mobility is solved by the pacification of streets with new 
strategical parking plots and the incentivation of public 
transport.

 The city center is formed by different public cultural buildings (in sy-
nergy of New European Bauhaus (NEB) European Programme) and unlinked 
parks and piazzas.
 Cultural Park is a new type of public space which connects the di-
fferent public spaces and green areas of the city, and it acts as a filter between 
these, the cultural public buildings and the densified urban fabric by the rena-
turalization and the flexibilitation of the street.

4
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THE CULTURE GETS OUT OF THE MUSEUM THE STREET, THE CULTURE & THE ECONOMY ARE REACTIVATED
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